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In this paper, using the notion of an isolating block and the concept of canonical 
regions, three existence criteria of trajectories connecting a pair of critical points of 
planar differential equations are given. @? 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many questions arising in the physical sciences are concerned with the 
existence of trajectories joining a pair of critical points of differential 
equations. That is: Is there a trajectory that, as t -+ + a3 and t -+ - co, 
tends to a given pair of critical points of the equation? A considerable 
number of papers have been written in connection with this subject 
(e.g., [ 1,2]). (See [ 1 ] for further references.) 
For a flow in the plane, Conley in [3] has shown a result about the 
existence of trajectories joining two critical points which lie in a special 
isolating block, namely, a block with index zero. In this paper, using the 
notion of an isolating block, we shall give some sufficient conditions for the 
existence of trajectories connecting two critical points for planar flows. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Consider the differential system defined in the plane 
(2.1) 
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Suppose X, YE C’. Let the vector held VG (X, Y) define a flow f(p, t). Let 
Bc R2 be the closure of a bounded and connected open set with the boun- 
dary dB, and there are no critical points of (2.1) in 8s. We define a subset 
b+ ofaBby 
b+={pEaB:As>Owithf(p,(-s,O))nB=@}. 
Hence, if PE b+, the trajectory through p leaves B for a short backwards 
time. Similarly, let 
and 
b-={pEaB:3a>Owithf(p,(O,&))nB=@}, 
t={pEaB: Vis tangent to Batp}. 
We now introduce the following definition [4,5]. 
DEFINITION 1. We say that B is an isolating block for the flow defined 
by (2.1) if b+nb- =T. 
It follows from the above definition that if B is an isolating block, then 
all the tangencies to B must be external. 
DEFINITION 2. If a simple closed curve C is the union of alternating 
nonclosed whole trajectories and critical points, and it is contained in the o 
(or M) -limit set of some trajectory, then we say that C is a singular closed 
trajectory. 
In this paper, we shall prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. If the system (2.1) admits an isolating block B such that the 
following two conditions are satisfied in B: 
(i) there are precisely two critical points, one qf which is a repeller; 
(ii) there are no closed trajectories and singular closed trajectories; 
then there must be a trajectory in B running ,from the repeller to the other 
critical point. 
THEOREM 2. If the system (2.1) admits a simply connected isolating block 
B such that the following two conditions are satisfied in B: 
(i) there are precisely two critical points, one of which is a repeller; 
(ii) there is a continuously differentiable function u(x, y) such that the 
function 
(2.2) 
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does not change sign, and it does not vanish identically in any subregion af B; 
then there must be a trajectory in B running ,from the repeller to the other 
critical point. 
THEOREM 3. Let the system (2.1) admit an isolating block B such that 
there are precisely two critical points 0, and O2 in B, one af lz’hich, say! 0, , 
is a repeller. Suppose there is a trajectory originating from 0, bchich tends to 
some critical point. 
Then there must he a trajectory in B running ,fiom the repeller to the 
critical point Oz. 
THEOREM 4. Let the system (2.1 ) admit an isolating block B such that 
there are precisely two critical points 0, and 0, in B, one af IcJlich, says 0, , 
is a repeller. Suppose there is a trajectory originating ,fi-om 0, ,tlhich 
approaches to infinity. 
Then there must he a trajectory in B running ,from the repeller to the 
critical point Oz. 
Remark. The condition (ii) of Theorem 1 arises from a rather simple 
idea. A closed trajectory (or a singular closed trajectory) in the plane can 
enclose a certain critical point so that the connection becomes impossible. 
So, for the flows defined in the plane, the relationship between the existence 
of connecting trajectories and the existence of closed trajectories or singular 
closed trajectories is closer as compared with the case R”, n > 2. 
There are simple counterexamples which show that the condition that B 
is an isolating block cannot be dropped. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
The main tools in the proof of our theorems are the notion of an 
isolating block [4,5] and the concept of canonical regions [6,7] for the 
flow defined by (2.1). 
Let rr be a continuous flow on the 2-manifold A4 (in the case which we 
consider, M c R2). 
DEFINITION 3. A component of M, say M,, with the restricted flow, is 
called a parallel region of 7~ if (M, , 7~) is equivalent to one of the following: 
(1) R2 with flow defined by 1= 1, .C=O; 
(2) R2 - (0) with flow defined (in polar coordinates) by i = 0, 8 = 1; 
(3) R’- (0) with flow defined by t=r, e=O. 
We distinguish these as strip region, annular region, and spiral region, 
respectively. 
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Denote the trajectory ( Ifr semitrajectory) of p E M by y(p) (y*(p)) and 
let 
dP)=cl(Y (PI)-Y-(P), o(P)=cl(Y+(P))-;,+(P), 
where “cl” denotes closure. 
DEFINITION 4. We say that y(p) is a separatrix of 7c if y(p) is not con- 
tained in a parallel neighbourhood N satisfying both 
(i) for any qEN, C((q)=a(p) and w(q)=o(p), and 
(ii) cl(N) - N consists of z(p), w(p), and exactly two trajectories 
~(a), y(h) of z, with cc(a) = a(h) = cc(p) and o(u) = o(h) = o(p). 
Let Z denote the union of all separatrices of 7~; C is a closed invariant 
subset of M. 
DEFINITION 5. A component of the complement of Z in M, with the 
restricted flow, is called a canonical region of 7~. 
It has been proved in [7] that any canonical region of (M, n) is parallel. 
We now first prove the following lemma which presents a geometric 
property of an isolating block in the plane. 
h34MA I. Suppose B c R2 is an isolating block for the flow defined by 
(2.1). Suppose a trajectory f C$ (2.1) leaves B from U, (a strict exit point) 
and then enters B at U, (a strict entrance point) so that the region K 
enclosed by the curvilinear ,figure U, mUzm, U, made up qf the trajector) 
arc U, mUZ and the segmental arc Uzm, U, Qf 8B is u simply connected 
region (Fig. 1 ). Then there must he at least one critical point qf (2.1 ) in K. 
Proqf qf Lemma 1. By the definition of an isolating block, there are no 
critical points of (2.1) on the segmental arc U,m, U, of aB. So, it follows 
from the continuity of the vector held V that there must be at least one 
tangency to B on the segmental arc U, m, U, of (7B. And, all these tangen- 
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ties must be external. Further, by Definition 1, each of these tangencies is 
both a strict exit point and a strict entrance point. Therefore, when a point 
p moving along the segmental arc U, m, Uz passes a tangency, the vector 
field V will change its direction, that is, the points on one of the half- 
neighbourhoods are the strict exit points, while the points on the other 
half-neighbourhood are the strict entrance points. Let L’, , c?, c’~,..., c2,1+, be 
the tangencies to be arranged in numerical order on the arc U, m, U,. (For 
convenience let U, = cO, U, F cz,,. ) Then the points on the segmental arcs 
(‘OCI > c2(‘3,..., cl,, ~. zc2,1p, of U, m, U2 are the strict exit points, while the 
points on the segmental arcs c, ~1~) c3c4 ,..., c’~,, , cl,, of U, m, U2 are the 
strict entrance points. 
We proceed by induction. First suppose n = 1. That is, there is only one 
tangency c, on the arc U, m, U,. Consider a positive semi-trajectory ;’ + (L’, ) 
originating from c‘, (Fig. 2 with k = 1). There are several possibilities: (i) 
7 + (c, ) and ?; (c, ) make up a closed trajectory in K. By a known theorem 
[S], there is at least one critical point in the interior of the region enclosed 
by this closed trajectory, hence in K. (ii) ;’ + (L., ) leaves K from the point /3 
on the segmental arc c, U, of U, m, U2. Then the x-limit set of ;’ (c, ) must 
be contained in the region enclosed by the segmental arc c, b of U, m, Ul 
and the trajectory arc c, /II of 7 + (c, ), hence in K. (iii) ;’ (c, ) leaves K from 
some point on the segmental arc U, (‘, of U, IIZ, U,. The resulting con- 
clusion is similar to (ii). By the Poincari-Bendixson theory of planar 
systems, the w-limit set of y +(c,) (or the a-limit set of 7 (c,)) is a single 
critical point, or a single closed trajectory, or a connected set which is the 
union of whole trajectories, some of which are critical points and the others 
nonclosed trajectories tending to critical points both as t -+ - m and as 
t -+ + a. In every case one can imply that there is at least one critical 
point in K. So, when n = 1, Lemma 1 has been proved. 
Let k > 1 be an arbitrary positive integer. Let us now make the induc- 
tional hypothesis that Lemma 1 is true for n d k - 1 (i.e., for all those odd 
u, = c,, 
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numbers which are not greater than 2k- 3). We need to show that it is 
also true for n = k (i.e., for the odd number 2k - 1). 
In fact, from n = k - 1 to n = k, two tangencies CZkP z and CZk ~, are 
added to the arc U, m, Uz. Consider a negative semitrajectory y ~~ (/I1 ) 
originating from the point p, on the segmental arc Cz/, _ 3Czp _ 2 of U, m, U2 
(Fig. 2). If y-(/3,) stays in K for all t < 0, then its cc-limit set is contained in 
K, and this implies that there must be at least one critical point in K. If 
y -(PI ) leaves K from the point fiz on the segmental arc Cz/, _ z C,k ~ , of 
U,m, Uz, then we get a trajectory arc /IzB, of y- (pi) which intersects 8s 
at the point pz and the point /I, so that the region K’ enclosed by the cur- 
vilinear figure made up of the trajectory arc pz/?, and the segmental arc 
fi, fiz of dB is a simply connected region, and K’ c K. But now there is only 
one tangency on the arc /Iz/I, of aB, so it follows from the conclusion 
proved above (n = 1) that there must be at least one critical point in K’, 
hence in K. If yP (b,) is connected with y ‘( C,, _ ?), then, by continuity, 
there is a point p3 close to /I, on the arc C,,-,/I, of U,m, U2 such that the 
negative semitrajectory P(p3) starting from B3 leaves K from the point /J4 
on the arc C,, ~ z C,, ~ , of U, m, Uz, so again we get a trajectory arc p4fi3 
like /&/I,. Repeating an argument used above, one implies that there are 
critical points in K. In the case in which y - (8, ) is connected with 
y + ( CZk ~, ), the same argument works. If y - (PI ) leaves K from the point /I5 
on the arc Ul/?, of U,m,U,, then, using exactly the same type of 
argument, we can get a trajectory arc B5fi, like fl,/3,, and there are at most 
2k - 3 tangencies on the segmental arc /IS/?, of U, m, Uz. By the induc- 
tional hypothesis it follows that there is at least one critical point in the 
region R (hence in K) bounded by the curvilinear figure made up of the 
trajectory arc /15/?, and the segmental arc /J, /I5 of U, m, U,. Thus we have 
proved that the lemma is true when n = k. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 1. 
Remark. It is not necessary that the arc U, m, U2 in Lemma 1 lies 
entirely outside B. But the condition that K is simply connected is impor- 
tant. 
Proqf of Theorem 1. Suppose the system (2.1) admits an isolating 
block B whose boundary is denoted by 8s. There are in B precisely two 
critical points 0, and O,, where 0, is a repeller. Consider any trajectory 
y(p) originating from 0,. As t --) + a3, y(p) may tend to a critical point, or 
approach to infinity, or tend to a set containing ordinary points. In the 
third case, y(p) cannot be a separatrix (see Definition 4.). 
We now distinguish two cases: 
(I) Each of the trajectories originating from 0, is not a separatrix. 
(II) There is at least one trajectory originating from 0, being a 
separatrix. 
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Consider first case (I). Let G be the region of negative attraction of the 
critical point O,, i.e., G = { p E R2 I lim, _ ~ r ,f(p, t) = 0, }. By Definition 5, 
the region e=G\{O,} 1s a canonical region. Further, by Definition 3, we 
know that it is a spiral region. Obviously G cannot contain any other 
equilibrium, in particular, 0, # G. Thus there must be a point Q, E aG 
(where dG denotes the boundary of G) such that Ql is inside B. If 8G c B, 
then the region G is bounded and aG is a singular closed trajectory lying in 
B. In fact, by the definition of an isolating block, there is on dB neither a 
critical point nor an internal tangency to B. So aG n t3B = 0. But this con- 
tradicts the condition (ii) of Theorem 1. Hence we have aG d B, and this 
implies that there must be a point Q2eaG such that Q2 is outside B. 
As stated above, B is assumed to be connected for, otherwise, there must 
not be a connecting trajectory lying in B which joins a pair of critical 
points lying in two distinct components of B. So, without loss of generality, 
B is assumed to be multiply connected and bounded. Let L, ,..., L,, denote 
its boundary components, where L,n Lj= 0 for i #j. Each of them is a 
closed Jordan curve, and let L, be the external boundary of B. 
If G is bounded, then aG is a singular closed trajectory. Consider it a 
closed Jordan curve in the plane. Clearly, when a point moves along aG in 
a certain sense from Q, to Q2, it must cross the boundary of B, i.e., 
aG n dB # 0. Let R, E 8G n dB. We suppose without loss of generality that 
R, is a strict exit point. Let R, EL,. Since each of aG and L, is a closed 
Jordan curve, aG must meet Lk again in the increasing time sense begin- 
ning at R, . Let the first intersection point after R, be RZ. It is either a strict 
entrance point or a tangency to B (see Fig. 3, where R, is the former). The 
region G’ bounded by the arc R,m,R, of dB and the segmental arc 
R,m,R, of aG is simply connected. Since G’c (? is part of a spiral region, 
there are no critical points in this region. Consider a spiral y originating 
from 0,. Since y tends to o7G as t -+ + 30, there must be a segmental arc 
R;rn;R; of y such that together with a subarc Rim, R; of the arc R,m,R, 
FIGURE 3 
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bound a simply connected region in which there are no critical points in its 
interior. But this contradicts the Lemma 1. 
If G is unbounded, then the facts that Q, E dG and that Q, is inside B 
imply that there must be a boundary component L of G which crosses B, 
and each end of L extends to infinity. Let R, be a point where L intersects 
L, (the external boundary of B). Without loss of generality we can suppose 
that R, is a strict exit point of B. By continuity, there is in L, a small 
segmental arc A without contact containing R, in its interior such that 
every point of A is a strict exit point of B. Consider a trajectory y, 
originating from 0,. Since R, is a o-limit point of it, as t -+ + cc, y, will 
intersect A infinitely many times. Let R, and R; be two consecutive inter- 
section points. We remark that L, is a closed Jordan curve and that each of 
R, and R; is a strict exit point. This means that there is on y1 at least one 
point between R, and R; where y, intersects L, . Let the first intersection 
point after R, (for increasing time) be R,. It is either a strict entrance point 
or a tangency to B (see Fig. 4, where R, is the former). The region G” 
bounded by the trajectory arc R,m,R, of ‘J, and the segmental arc 
R,m, R, of 8B is simply connected. Since G” CI (? is part of a spiral region, 
there are no critical points in this region. But this contradicts Lemma 1. 
Thus we have proved that case (I) is impossible under the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1. 
Consider now case (II). Suppose that there is at least one separatrix 
originating from 0,. Each of the separatrices originating from 0, either 
tends to a critical point or approaches to infinity. The following proof 
proceeds by reduction to absurdity. Suppose that there are no trajectories 
joining 0, and 0,. It follows that every critical point which some 
separatrix tends to must be outside B. 
FIGURE 4 
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Since 0, is a repeller, we know that there is in a small neighbourhood of 
0, a closed Jordan curve transversal to the flow. Let p be such a curve. As 
stated above, the union of all separatrices is a closed invariant set. 
Therefore, if we let S, = {p E p)f(p, R) is a separatrix originating from 0, }, 
then S, is a closed set in p. A component of the complement of S, in p is a 
section of some canonical region. Each canonical region is a strip region 
(see [7]). Now let us consider any such strip region D. Let p c p be its sec- 
tion. All the trajectories originating from the points on p fill the region D. 
Let y(pi ) and y(pz) be two separatrices originating from 0, (see Fig. 5). D 
has two “boundaries” (denoted by y(p,) and y”(p,)): the first (y(p,)) is 
y(p,) together with the successive prolongations, and the second (jQ,)) is 
y(p,) together with the successive prolongations. It is easy to see that each 
of these two “boundaries” never returns to B again. In fact, suppose that 
jj(p,) intersects B again. Take a point p3 sufficiently close to pz and lying in 
D. The trajectory passing through the point p3 must enter again into B for 
increasing time, so we get a simply connected region D’ bounded by the 
trajectory arc p3vp, and the segmental arc p4p3 of 13s lying in D. And, 
since this region D’ is part of a strip region, there are no critical points in 
its interior. This contradicts Lemma 1. For y(p,), the same argument 
works. By the definition of strip regions, all the trajectories in the region D 
(together with y(p,) and y”(p*)) tend to the point 0, as t -+ - co, and tend 
to the same set n (o-limit set) as t + + co. But n is outside B. Therefore, 
every trajectory y(p), where p E p, must meet dB at a point p’ for increasing 
time. Since D is arbitrary, it follows that each of these trajectories 
originating from 0, which belong to some strip region must meet aB at a 
point for increasing time, and so is each separatrix originating from 0, 
(because it either tends to a critical point outside B or approaches to 
infinity). Altogether, we have proved that every trajectory y(p), where p E p, 
must meet 13s at a point p’ for increasing time. If we let t, = sup { t > 0 1 p E p 
with f(p,[O, t])c B}, then we havef(p, t,)=p’edB. It is not difficult to 
show that the point set S, = { p’l p EP with p’=f(p, t,)} is contained in 
the same boundary component, say L,, of dB. In fact, without loss of 
FIGURE 5 
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generality we assume that there is a small segmental arc mn of p such that 
m’ =f(m, t,) E L,, n’ = f(n, t,) E Lj, i # j, and for p E mn we have either 
p’ = f (p, ?P) E Li or p’ E Li. If m’ is a tangency to Li, then it must be inter- 
nal. But this is impossible because E is an isolating block. Thus m’ is a 
strict exit point on Li. Similarly, n’ is also a strict exit point on Lj. From 
the theorem of continuity (the solutions depend continuously on initial 
conditions) it follows that for a point p of mn sufficiently close to m, 
p’ = f(p, fp) is also a strict exit point on L,. Similarly, for a point p of mn 
sufficiently close to n, p’ =,f(p, tP) is also a strict exit point on Lj. Thus 
there must be a point p. of mn such that pb = f (PO, fpO) is a tangency either 
to L, or to Lj. But this is impossible because B is an isolating block. Hence 
we have proved that S, c L,. This means that p is mapped topologically 
onto L, by trajectories. The region filled by these trajectories is 
topologically an annular region. This implies d= 1, i.e., B is simply connec- 
ted, and B is filled by the trajectories originating from 0, together with 0,. 
But this contradicts the fact that the critical point 02~ B. Hence 
Theorem 1 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Using Dulac’s theorem [S, p. 2051, Theorem 2 
can be implied by Theorem 1. 
Proqf of Theorem 3. We know from the conditions of Theorem 3 that 
there is a trajectory originating from 0, which tends to some critical point. 
If this critical point is 02, then the theorem is proved. Thus we assume that 
this critical point is 0,. Clearly, 0, must be outside B. As in the proof of 
Theorem 1, construct a closed Jordan curve p in a small neighbourhood of 
0, such that it is transversal to the flow. Let ~(0, 0,) be the trajectory 
joining 0, and 0,. Let ~(0~0,) meet p at a point 6. If y( 0, 0,) is not a 
separatrix, then there is a neighbourhood N(6) of 6 in p such that for each 
p in N(6) we have f(p, t) + 0, as t + - co, and f(p, t) + 0, as t -+ + co. If 
N(6) coincides with p, then each trajectory originating from 0, tends to 
0,. However, the set made up of these trajectories together with 0, and 0, 
is topologically a sphere, and it cannot be homeomorphic to a planar 
region. Thus there is in p at least one boundary point 6, of N(6), and the 
trajectory ~(6,) passing through the point 6, is a separatrix. Therefore, we 
have proved that there is always at least one separatrix originating from 
0,. Finally, the same argument used in case (II) of Theorem 1 implies 
Theorem 3. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Assume that 1 is the trajectory originating from 
0, which approaches to infinity. 
We distinguish two cases: 
(I) Each of the trajectories originating from 0, is not a separatrix. 
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(II) There is at least one trajectory originating from 0, which is a 
separatrix. 
Consider case (I). We first remark that the region G of negative attrac- 
tion of 0, is unbounded because A + co. In the second place, using exactly 
the same argument used in case (I) of Theorem 1, it follows that case (I) is 
impossible. Finally, the same argument used in case (II) of Theorem 1 
implies Theorem 4. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
Consider the system of ordinary differential equations in the plane (see 
~9, P. 921) 
dY -= 
dt 
- UJ’ - hs + hx’, 
*- 
dt 
- - by + U.Y ~ a?, 
(4.1) 
where it is assumed that ah # 0 (if ah = 0 the thing will be trivial). Without 
loss of generality we may assume that h < 0 (when h > 0 one can make a 
change t -+ - t ). 
It is easy to show the following properties of the system (4.1). 
(1) The critical points are P, = (0,O) and P2 = (1,O). P, is an 
unstable focus (a repeller) and P2 is a saddle point. The slopes of two 
tangent lines through PI to the trajectories which tend to P2 are h, > 0 and 
h,<O. 
(2) Clearly, when h=O the system (4.1) has an integral 
.Y’ + V’ - $.Y’ = c. Thus 
F= ey2 + I’2 - +’ - c = 0 (4.2) 
defines a family of curves in the plane. Further we have 
dF 
dt 
= -2h[$+(.u-x’)‘]>O 
(4.1 1 
(except for P, and Pz). 
(3) Consider a family of circles with the center P2 
(4.3 1 
@=(x-1)‘+1’2-P=o. (4.4) 
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We have 
d@ - 
dt 
= 2[ - by2 - a(x - 1)2y + hx(.u - 1)2] = P(i(x,y). (4.5) 
(4.1) 
If we set x - 1 = or, and suppose x, > 0, then from p(:(x,p) = 0 we obtain 
the two solutions 
Yl= 
ax: + a2x~ + 4fJ2x3 1 +x1) 
-2h (>O) 
and 
1’2 = 
ax: - a2x; + 4/3x:( 1 + x, ) 
- 2h 
(<Oh 
It is not difficult to check that dy,/dx, > 0 and dy,/d.x, < 0 for x, > 0. Thus, 
there are exactly on each of the curves (4.4) corresponding tN 0 
points where this half circle is tangent to the trajectories of (4. 1 
(4) Take c = 1, from (4.2) we obtain a curve 
F(l)=x?+Jqy’- 1 =o 
The curve ($6) intersects the straight line I = 1 at Z, = ( 1 
x21 two 
1. 
(4.6) 
JJ ) and 
z,= (1, -J$,, and intersects the half axis .Y < 0 at Z,. Take a half circle 
of (4.4) through Z2 corresponding to x 3 1 as follows: 
@,r(+y-l)‘+y2-$=O and x3 1. (4.7) 
Let the curve (4.7) intersect the half axis x > 0 at Z, = (1 + &, 0). Thus 
we obtain a closed Jordan curve Z,Z,Z,Z,Z, made up of the curve (4.7) 
and part of (4.6). The closure of the region enclosed by the curve 
Z,Z2Z3Z4Z, containing P, and P, in its interior is denoted by B (see 
Fig. 6). Let B, denote the part of B which lies in the half plane x > 1. It is 
k 
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easy to see that B is an isolating block. In fact, since there is on the arc 
Z,Z, only a tangency to B (note that Z,, Z,, and Z, are not the tangen- 
cies to B) and since each trajectory starting from the point in B, must leave 
B, the tangency on the arc Z,Z, must be external. Similarly, the tangency 
on the arc Z,Z, is also external. It follows from (4.2) and (4.3) that there 
are in B no closed trajectories or singular closed trajectories. Hence by 
Theorem 1 it follows that there is in B a trajectory connecting P, and P,. 
Since there is at least one trajectory originating from P, which 
approaches to infinity, Theorem 4 also implies the existence of the con- 
necting trajectory. 
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